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Heritage and Heritage
Studies
What is Heritage?
(2) Are Heritage Studies now accepted generally as a new
discipline?
(3) What does a future heritage professional look like and what is
the basic skill set that they need?
(4) How is Heritage currently being taught?
(5) Is there a need for a dedicated teaching
programme/curriculum/course for this relatively new discipline?
(6) What should or could this programme look like?
Questions based on Willems et al. 2018
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What is Heritage?
Thought and theory have developed
and expanded from a focus largely on
material culture (tangible heritage) to
inclusion and consideration of the
immaterial and their relationship to
people, landscape and environment
(intangible heritage; heritage values).
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What is heritage?
Any course in Heritage Management
must invite students to reflect on the
following questions:
Who owns ’The Past’ and who is
entitled to speak for past
generations?

Heritage is not simply something
handed down from the past.

What is worth saving?

What can we, or should we, forget?

What memories can we enjoy, regret,
or learn from?

It is a process that must be actively
constructed and maintained in the
present if it is to have any
sustainable future.
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Heritage is transactional, transnational and transformational

What is heritage?
A transactional and
transnational way of dealing
with heritage, replace the
predominant ‘Western
Heritage Discourse’.
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What is Heritage?
Archaeological resources are the material remains
of the past and that heritage is what we make of
the past by ascribing certain values to it.
The dominance of archaeology and its methods and ethics in
HM, nationally-based tradition and understandings, top-down
approaches, and emphasis on tangible heritage is manifest in
what Smith (2006) has labelled the Authorised Heritage
Discourse (AHD).
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Why Heritage Education?

Without education in heritage there will be a low
awareness of the need to manage cultural heritage
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‘Over the long term, places
with strong, distinctive
identities are more likely to
prosper than places
without them’.
Robert Solow, Economist and Nobel
laureate, in Economics of
Uniqueness 2012

https://historicengland.org.uk/content/heritage-counts/pub/2016/heritageand-place-branding-pdf/
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https://www.algao.org.uk/archaeology-development-management
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Heritage Studies in the UK

There is an increase in the number of students undertaking courses in heritage
studies and a decrease in students that are doing traditional archaeology across
Europe.
This is certainly reflected in the proliferation of such programmes in global
academia. https://www.criticalheritagestudies.org/post-graduate-courses
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Crisis in Archaeology Education
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Heritage Studies

The place of heritage within the university framework depends
upon the geopolitical framework of the university influenced by its
historical and cultural academic tradition.
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You will gain a critical understanding of how our past is
preserved, displayed, used, and communicated in the present, for the future.

This MA experience will be transactional and transformational,
because Heritage is transactional and transformational
https://www.criticalheritagestudies.org/post-graduate-courses
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Modules

AR959, Heritage and Human Rights
(Compulsory)

AR901, Digital Heritage
(Compulsory)

Optional Modules:
HR963: Museums, Memorials and Memories
HR970: War and Memory: Remembering, Commemorating and Contesting the Past
HR921: The Public History Workshop
HR679: Our Voices, Our Pasts, Our Histories: Oral History in Practice
AR942: Curating, Activism and Contemporary Politics
AR915: Collecting Art from Latin America
AR941: Critique and Curating
BE469: Managing Across Cultures
CS315: Global Challenges in Interdisciplinary Perspective: Water Conflicts, Water Cultures

https://www.criticalheritagestudies.org/post-graduate-courses
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Heritage Studies in the US
In the US, heritage is often based in anthropology departments.
Some programmes are instead associated with History and sometimes they are
designed within Interdisciplinary Humanities Centers (e.g., University of California,
Merced). A few are also associated with Tourism.

https://www.archesproject.org
/events-archive/
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Higher Education in the United States
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Interdisciplinary teaching and transnational perspectives
What is clear to the new waves of academics working in the
heritage field is that Heritage should be transactional,
interdisciplinary, and therefore independent.

Thomas King (2002) writes of extra-disciplinarity, which goes
beyond interdisciplinarity and includes not just experts from
different disciplines, but all those that are involved with the
management of cultural heritage in one way or the other.
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Academic

What do heritage
professionals
look like?

Practitioner (Heritage Management Organisations,
Museums, Tourism Industry, Digital, Cultural and
Creative Sector)
Policy maker and legislator (at national or
international level)
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Who Manages CH in the UK?
Museums
• Curators
• Conservators
• Outreach and education programmes
• Digital Specialists
National Agencies:
• -English Heritage
• -Historic Scotland
• -Cadw (Wales)
• -Northern Ireland Environmental Agency
• -Royal Commissions on Ancient and Historic Monuments (Scotland and
Non governmental Agencies:
• -National Trust and National Trust for Scotland
Local government officials

Charitable Trusts

Companies
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Historic England (English Heritage)
Statutory List of Buildings of Special Architectural or Historic
Interest:
Listing criteria for the protection of monuments:
The primary listing criteria considered by the English Heritage
listing inspectors are those of artistic merit or aesthetic quality,
both of which are subjective and culturally charged measures of
significance.
The monuments need to have national significance.
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Historic England (English Heritage)

Statutory List of Buildings of Special Architectural or Historic
Interest:
 Grade I buildings are of exceptional interest
 Grade II* buildings are particularly important buildings of more
than special interest
 Grade II buildings are of special interest
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Historic England (English Heritage)
English Heritage’s Statement of Social Inclusion Goals. 2000:
‘One of the primary objectives is to acknowledge, respect and celebrate
the cultural diversity of England’s heritage in all our activities’.

Do the English Heritage and National Trust policies respect and
celebrate the cultural diversity?
What about the heritage of minorities?
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Local Listing
Local listing is a concept that is designed to ensure that the
historic and architectural interest of buildings that are of
local importance, but do not meet the criteria for being
nationally listed is taken account of during planning process.

Locally listed buildings do not enjoy the statutory protection
granted to nationally-listed buildings, but the interest of the
building will be at least considered during the planning
process.
☺ TAKE A LOOK AT THE CONSERVATION AND PLANNING
PAGES OF YOUR COUNCIL’S WEBSITE!
☺ CHECK ALSO HE’S GOOD PRACTICE GUIDE FOR LOCAL
HERITAGE LISTINGS
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What is the Role of Creative Industries
Museums (preservation, outreach, education)
• Curators
• Conservators
• Outreach and education programmes
• Digital Specialists
National Agencies:
• -National Register of Historic Places (NRHP)
• -National Park Services (NPS)
• -United States Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS)
• -United States Forest Service (USFS)
• -National Association of State Park Directors
• National Trails System
Non governmental Agencies:
• -National Trust for Historic Preservation
• National Forest Foundation
Charitable Trusts

Companies
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National Register Listings
•Criterion A, "Event", the property must make a contribution
to the major pattern of American History.
•Criterion B, "Person", is associated with significant
people of the American past.
•Criterion C, "Design/Construction", concerns the distinctive
characteristics of the building by its architecture and
construction, including having great artistic value or being
the work of a master.
•Criterion D, "Information potential", is satisfied if the
property has yielded or may be likely to yield information
important to prehistory or history.

ow.ly/UZ9y50heb0L
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Working for the Digital, Cultural and Creative Sector

Those sectors of organized
activity that have as their main
objective the production or
reproduction, the promotion,
distribution or commercialization
of goods, services and activities
of content derived from cultural,
artistic or heritage origins.
https://en.unesco.org/creativity/sites/creativity/fil
es/digitallibrary/What%20Do%20We%20Mean%20by%20CC
I.PDF
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Digital Heritage

https://hafiz2010.files.wordpress.com/2010/03/figure_012.jpg
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Transnational Heritage Perspective

Transnational heritage’ considers the growing role of multinational
companies, institutions, and development organisations (including
development banks) and their influence on Heritage Management.
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